Rorschach Protocol 16 yo white female, eval. for guardianship placement
I.
1. A bug
INQ: I just saw it because it had the 2 hands and the wings and the body of it with the
little stinger
2. v Um, 2 birds, like feeding at a bird feeder.
INQ: Yeah, like this is the wing, beak’s like open—head—little tail, and this is the bird
feeder that they’re both feeding at
3. > Maybe like a coyote howling at the moon with his face up.
INQ: Yeah, like it’s standing on the ground here and its head is up—like howling.

II.
4. The bottom like part of a whale’s tail—like splashing water out.
INQ: This is like its 2 fin things—body of the tail and this is like the waves, the black
stuff.
5. v And maybe like a butterfly type of bug.
INQ: These are its wings and this is its he
III.
6. 2 people bending over—like picking up something—a basket.
INQ: Here’s their heads, nose, her back is curving, her legs, her arms, and this is the
basket she’s s picking up right here. (Picking up different baskets?) Yeah

7. v Um, like a reflection of a pregnant girl or a woman standing up.
INQ: Yeah, this is the head, neck, stomach and these are like fee
8. Sound waves.
INQ: I just said sound waves because these things right here look like they’re bouncing
off of each other

9. v A tornado.
INQ: Because it looks like it’s weird shaped like it’s starting here, coming down,
widening, moving to the ground. Just this black piece right here.

IV.
10. Fumes from a exhaustion pipe or whatever.
INQ: Like this is the exhaust pipe and fumes are going both ways. (LL fumes?) Just cuz
it’s like layered with different colors of black and gray—made it look like clouds, like
black clouds
11. 2 legs with a cape and like the head on top, 2 arms.
INQ: Head, 2 arms, 2 legs and cape coming down. (Guy wearing a cape?) Yeah.

12. (Long pause) Maybe like a pathway to something—pathway that’s narrowing—I
think that’s it.
INQ: Yeah, just looks like a pathway. Your point of view--starts really wide; as you look
farther it smalls—shutting down.
V.
13. Like a moth.
INQ: The 2 wings and his tail things and his antennas and his head.

14. A hot dog with a stick through it.
INQ: This thing is the hot dog and the stick right here—these 2 things.

15. Mountain with a building and 2 antennas.
INQ: These lumps on each side are the mountains—and before it branches off into 2
things is the building and these are the antennas. (Asks to use the bathroom).

VI.
16. Um—Jesus on the Cross with like a crowd of people around him.
INQ: This whole black thing is like a huge crowd on each side and this long thing and
this white thing is the cross and the lighter part of this is his clothes. (LL a crowd) Just
cuz it’s like a huge blob and I saw “The Passion of the Christ” I think it’s called and
there’s a huge crowd of people there, so…

17. An electric guitar.
INQ:
This is the—these are the knobs you tune it up with and this is like the body of the guitar
—without these 2 things. (Electric) Just because of these things made me think of the top
of the guitar.

18. > Like a person’s point of view with like a river and across the river like a large city.
INQ: If you take off the bottom half and the dark part is the river and across the river is
like tall buildings which makes it look like a large city. (WMLL a river) Just cuz it’s dark,
I guess. (Person’s point of view) Just as if you were looking from your own eyes.
19. v Person playing an instrument.
This is his back and his feet, just using this half—nose—and he’s playing some kind of
long instrument right here.
VII.
20. A girl looking at herself in the mirror.
INQ: This is her head, nose, front of her face, arms, body. Head’s facing this way (cranes
neck around) and she’s looking at herself because this is her reflection.
21. v A girl with an afro and a big butt (laugh) with a skirt on.
INQ: This is her afro, her head, this thing, her arm. Here’s her waist and her skirt with her
butt like popping out—here’s her feet.

VIII.
22. Some kind of animal crossing from one big rock to the next.
INQ: This pink thing is the animal with his 4 legs. This pink and orange is one rock and
teal and greenish-gray is one rock. (Describes placement of the animal’s legs). And the
obther back leg is up in the air right here. (LL rocks) Just look like long stones. I don’t
know why—I just thought of that.
23. v Um—like 2 lungs, a stomach, and a pelvis.
INQ: Ok, I’m not looking at these 2 pink things—2 lungs, stomach and pelvis. (Lungs
and a stomach) I kind of just thought about lungs first because they were pink and then
the stomach under the lungs and the pelvis under the stomach, so kind of like the inside
of a body.
24. An arrow.
INQ: Oh, this is like the top of the arrow and it’s like a huge arrow.
IX.
25. OK—a little kid that’s sticking out his tongue that’s behind a guy smoking and
playing a saxophone. And, I think that’s it.
INQ: This pink thing is the little kid there that’s sticking out his tongue. This is the old
guy playing the sax because it comes out and curves down and he’s smoking because the
orange part’s the smoke—just looks like a cloud of smoke to me. (Notices that I’m
writing with my left hand). I’m left-handed too! (smile). Just like he’s playing or
smoking, so I decided he’s smoking. (With the sax?) Not with the sax in his mouth at the
same time. (2 different things?) No, like 1 scene.
X.
26. Fireworks.
INQ: Just cuz like the blue—all shooting out everywhere and all colorful so made me
think of fireworks.
27. A mask with the moustache in it.
INQ:

This is like the outline. The shape of the mask. His two eyes. Green things are his
eyebrows and blue thing is moustache. (WMLL a mask) Just cause it doesn’t look
realistic, like a real person. (How so?) Because of the way his eyebrows are arched.
28. Some kind of bug standing on a platform—holding up like a pole…2 spiders trying to
like hit the bug with some type of object—I think that’s it.
INQ: This pink thing is the platform. The bug is right here and this—cut this in half is
like the pole he’s holding up. (Not sure if I’m seeing the platform the same way) This is
like the flat part and then it just like deforms. (Spiders) The blue things are the spiders. In
one of its arms, the green thing is the object coming toward the bug. (1 scene?) Uh-huh.
Testing the Limits:
7. (Pregnant girl) Probably because I sometimes think if I did end up pregnant that night
—looking at my self in the mirror, seeing my pregnant stomach. (Felt) I probably would
have been happy. (?) Just cuz I love kids, love taking care of kids and babies, have my
own kid. No one could tell me these are his or her rules. I’d be making the rules. (Can
you think of anything not good about it?) Having to give up extracurricular activities.
Having to stay home and watch it all the time and having to buy diapers, formula,
clothes, and toys.
12. Pathway that was narrowing—Person’s looking at life as a pathway. As he gets
further into life, his opportunities lessen—or hers. (If you get pregnant…) Mm-hmm.
16. Jesus on the Cross—Don’t know why I thought of that—just thought of a cross, I
figure, “Oh, with Jesus on it,” a crowd because of the big black blob.
18. River, big city—(Referred to knowing someone who was working on a big city by a
river).

